
Vision was still a tiny bit kaleidoscoped around the edges. Tiny glimpses of 

fractal patterns hid around his peripheral as they  

descended down  

through the sunrise  

to the shore  

of the lake.  

Even without the mushroom residue painting the dawn with that extra quotient of magic that       

only mushrooms give         the image of the sun’s glow, from over the horizon stretching across the 

crystal waves was, in terms of magic incredibly potent.  

                                                                       The waves ;  twinkling   little stars, always between half being 

and not          lapped up the pebble beach like the multiple sublime tongues of the divine.  

“That party was killer” drawled Curby from over his shoulder, muffled as his roommate                      

______________________________________________________________        _lit something up.  

                                                 the flick of a lighter from over his shoulder                                                                

reported his ears as                                          

his eyes sat transfixed                                              on the reflection a dawn                                                      

growing more and more inescapable from behind the evergreens.  

They sat in the long grass.  

The chilly air calmed the burning heat in his lungs so  

he breathed deep. 

The sapped energy levels from Curby’s aforementioned “killer” dissolved in the air and in the 

shimmering morning’s light into such a sensation of peace.  

He breathed a deep                  breath slow dancing with the waves …as they brushed against his 

shoulder…his neck ...or was that the breeze      ?  

His nostrils flared wide, inviting in  

the morning until                  a tiny whiff of Curby’s spliff tickled him back to consciousness and his eyes 

opened                                  after some time to see                                                                                                                    

_____________________   a lone figure emerging from its silhouette and walking in the middle  

of the lake.  

The figure was in a loin cloth, with no shoes and long hair and was walking             in the middle 

of the lake. 



“Dude” he said, “are you seeing this?” 

Curby was silent in the silence, completely transfixed as the figure, one foot in front the other made 

its way across the sun’s fiery glare.  

He blinked, trying to shake the remaining fractals away. It was the most incredible 

thing. 

The shore lapped against his shoulder  

The smoke curled from Curby’s direction and he was brushing it away in a hurried disbelief 

just around the time that the ice cracked.  

“Man … I think Clem’s a gonner” came Curby’s whimsical drawl “Should we call someone?” 

“That was Clem?” 

“Don’t you have your glasses on?” 

“No way … I mean … they’re not here” 

“I’m going to call someone  …Clem does such stupid shit when he’s drunk”  


